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This tutorial summarizes optical lithography enhancement research and development over the
past 20 years. Discusses theoretical and practical aspects of commonly used techniques,
including optical imaging and resolution, modified illumination, optical proximity correction,
alternating and attenuating phase-shifting masks, selecting RETs, and second-generation RETs.
Useful for students and practicing lithographers.Contents- Foreword- Preface- List of symbols-
Introduction- Optical imaging and resolution- Modified illumination- Optical proximity correction-
Alternating phase-shifting mask- Attenuated phase-shift mask- Selecting appropriate RETs-
Second-generation RETs- Concluding remarks- k1 conversion charts- Bibliography- Index

"Francis Glebas has put together a really comprehensive and thought-provoking look at the art
and craft of film making, specifically directing. His approach, which is to ask a lot of seemingly
innocent questions, has much the same effect as the good storytelling he is trying to teach us.it
draws us in and makes us think. I can't imagine anyone, in or out of our business, who won't find
any number of helpful ideas as they work their way through the filmmaking jungles!!"--Roy
Disney, Director Emeritus and consultant for The Walt Disney Company "Francis Glebas was
one of our most talented storyboard artists at Disney, and it was our great fortune to have him on
the story team. He has a wealth of experience to share."--Jeffrey Katzenberg, CEO, Dreamworks
Animation"A veritable bible of visual storytelling techniques and advice. Loaded with pictures,
the book is set up like a storyboard for the material she wants to convey. Covering everything
from why we watch movies to the most effective ways to build and maintain drama, she teaches
how to keep your audience riveted to the screen. And if you're worried that you may not have the
drawing chops to create good storyboards, don't worry - she's on it. Even if you can't draw a
straight line, she teaches how to use whatever you've got, the barest minimum of drawing skills,
to create the most effective boards you can imagine. Ever wondered why you look where you do
on the screen? It's not a coincidence, the director is pointing your attention in very specific
directions. Glebas doesn't just tell you how to direct the eye, she explains the why of it - how our
brain works and how the director plays with those elements to convince us that what is taking
place on screen is real; and not just real but urgent and dramatic. The book covers everything a
director needs to know in order to prepare the storyboard for an effective and memorable film.
All you have to add is your story! Highly recommended for the following areas of study:
Animation, Theatre, Film Studies at the high school, college, and university levels. And it's a
must buy for libraries that collect texts on these subjects."--Animation World Network.comAbout
the AuthorFrancis Glebas worked as a story artist for Disney Feature Animation on Aladdin, Lion
King, Pocahontas, Hunchback of Notre Dame, Dinosaur, Treasure Planet and Hercules. He also
directed Pomp and Circumstance starring Donald Duck in Fantasia 2000 and Piglet's BIG Movie.



Francis is also an award-winning independent live action movie maker with almost 40 years'
experience.He currently teaches storyboarding at Gnomon School of Visual Effects. Francis also
works as a creative consultant, having worked with the Irish Government, Korean Government,
General Motors, Los Alamos Labs, Walt Disney Imagineering and other film studios.
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Pages 7 - 208 are not included in this sample.      

The book by Francis Glebas has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 977 people have provided feedback.
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